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What is NRIC?
The National Reactor Innovation Center (NRIC), established by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
in August 2019, accelerates the demonstration and deployment of advanced nuclear energy. NRIC is a
national program led by Idaho National Laboratory (INL), enabling collaborators to harness the
world-class capabilities of the U.S. National Laboratory System. Committed to
demonstrating advanced reactors by the end of 2025, NRIC is designed to
bridge the gap between research, development, and the energy
marketplace to help convert some of the Nation’s most promising
advanced nuclear concepts into commercial applications by 2030.
To achieve this bold vision, NRIC will partner with the U.S. private
sector, national labs, government agencies, and regulators to
decrease the risks associated with new technology deployment
and provide access to capabilities, facilities, and tools essential to
demonstration.

How NRIC Supports Innovators
NRIC is equipped to facilitate the construction and demonstration of
advanced reactor systems through a suite of services and capabilities
located not only at INL, but across the DOE laboratory enterprise,
including:
• A demonstration resource network of publicly- and privately-owned
sites, facilities, and capabilities suitable for performing key
experiments, tests, or fabrications and for hosting advanced reactor
demonstrations throughout the United States
• Integrated energy systems testing platforms for advanced
applications of nuclear heat and electricity
• Experience and assistance with National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) evaluations, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
licensing, DOE authorization, and stakeholder engagement for
nuclear facility operations
• Development and demonstration of complementary digital
engineering and advanced construction technologies to improve
cost and schedule outcomes so that demonstrated reactors can be
deployed economically
NRIC includes a core multidisciplinary team that can leverage
government resources to meet private sector needs.
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NRIC + GAIN
NRIC and the Gateway for Accelerated Innovation in Nuclear (GAIN) are
complementary and coordinated eﬀorts to support the development and
deployment of advanced nuclear energy. GAIN is a comprehensive resource
for all vendors who seek streamlined access to testing, modeling and
simulation, experimental facilities, laboratory expertise, and legacy data.
NRIC provides the platform for building and demonstrating these
technologies by providing access to sites and site services,
infrastructure, other key development tools and technologies, and
demonstration process support. NRIC provides regulatory assistance
related to demonstration projects.

Working with NRIC
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NRIC Generic Support: NRIC generic support is comprised of activities that are
direct-funded through DOE and provided by NRIC Operations and Management
staﬀ and partners. This includes site identiﬁcation, infrastructure and tool
preparation, regulatory consulting, stakeholder engagement, and the development
and demonstration of key technologies that are complementary to advanced
nuclear demonstration.
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Resource Team (Limited Project Planning Support): NRIC’s resource team is
direct-funded through DOE and made available to all qualifying organizations.
Limited support is provided and can cover topics including planning and scoping
around siting, fuels, licensing and regulation, modeling and simulation, digital
engineering, safeguards and security, operations and training, stakeholder
engagement, and access to supporting infrastructure for activities such as
post-irradiation examination. NRIC can coordinate access to expertise from multiple
laboratories for this resource team.
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Project-Speciﬁc Support: Where it is useful, NRIC staﬀ want to be a part of the team
that makes your project successful. NRIC can assist with developing and executing
experimental, demonstration, facility modiﬁcation and preparation, fuel fabrication,
and other supportive work at the national labs. NRIC has project leads who can be
made available to provide coordination and project management support. Project
scope is arranged with the appropriate laboratories and contractors and uses a
funded agreement such as a strategic partnership project (SPP) or cooperative
research and development agreement (CRADA).
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NRIC Leadership:
ARDP and Companies
Engaging with NRIC
The DOE’s Advanced Reactor Demonstration
Program (ARDP) establishes the framework for
public-private cost-sharing in several
demonstration projects that are characterized by
having reliable, cost eﬀective, licensable designs.
The objective of the ARDP is to stimulate
commercial enterprises in advanced reactor
deployment and enable a market environment in
which aﬀordable, advanced commercial reactor
services are made available to government and
private sector customers. NRIC plays a key
supporting role to the ARDP, as the program is
designed to support innovators in leveraging U.S.
Government infrastructure and other resources.

NRIC is fully engaged with dozens of companies across industry. This engagement includes:

7 inputs from industry providing requirements for NRIC test bed design
8 detailed inputs to a Plant Parameter Envelope eﬀort for NEPA preparedness
14 survey responses from reactor developers about 17 concepts to support gap assessment
19 responses from a request for Expressions of Interest for Advanced Construction Technologies
20 proposal eﬀorts with INL and NRIC for the Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program
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NRIC Preparations for Other
Demonstration Opportunities
NRIC + Project PELE: NRIC is prepared to be a key partner for Project
PELE, the Department of Defense (DoD) program developing a safe, mobile,
and advanced nuclear microreactor to support a variety of DoD missions, such
as generating power for remote operating bases. NRIC can support the rapid
development of workable prototype designs by contributing, as appropriate, to
infrastructure preparations, evaluation, safety analysis, and, ultimately,
construction and testing.

NRIC + Space Power: Interest has grown in demonstrating nuclear
propulsion and nuclear power for space applications. NRIC is considering this
potential so that NRIC test beds are compatible with these demonstrations.
NRIC is also bringing key expertise on staﬀ and as advisors to be prepared to
support these eﬀorts as they mature.

Advanced Construction Technology Initiative: NRIC’s Advanced
Construction Technology (ACT) Initiative targets key cost drivers that have been
identiﬁed in budget and schedule overruns during the construction of nuclear
power plants. NRIC is building partnerships to develop and/or demonstrate
advanced construction technologies and processes that will be transformative
in nuclear energy economics and scheduling.

How to get started
If you would like to work with NRIC, please contact us at nric@inl.gov
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NRIC Locations and Capabilities
NRIC provides access to the physical and regulatory infrastructure housed throughout the DOE’s
National Laboratory system. This includes physical and virtual demonstration reactor test beds, fuel
material and fabrication spaces, spent fuel transportation and disposition, integrated energy
systems research, INL and national siting evaluation and environmental impact evaluations, and
support related to stakeholder engagement. All NRIC proposals will be evaluated in full compliance
with the National Environmental Policy Act.

Demonstration Test Beds
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EBR-II
The iconic Experimental Breeder Reactor-II Dome is well suited for
microreactor demonstration projects that incorporate electricity
generation or Integrated Energy Systems (IES) such as process heat.
The EBR-II reactor was removed in 1994; however, the Dome structure
was saved as a potential site for future reactor demonstrations.
Location: Idaho National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Shared R&D facility where developmental microreactor concepts
can be operated
• Dome structure provides containment or conﬁnement boundary
• Physically separated reactor control room
• Co-located with other capabilities at the Materials and Fuels
Complex (MFC): hot cells, fuel fabrication, material
characterization, analytical chemistry, machine shop, etc.
Existing Speciﬁcations:
• 87-ft-tall Dome structure with 1-ft-thick reinforced concrete walls
• ~4,000 ft2 of usable ﬂoor space within Dome
• Floor loading capable of 3,750 psi
• Ground-level equipment hatch for installation of equipment and
reactor modules
Planned Speciﬁcations:
• Designed to accept reactors in shielded International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) shipping containers
• Up to 10 MW closed loop reactor cooling with variable controls
• 2 MW of containment air cooling with variable controls
• 200 kVA, 480V electrical service
• Class 1E battery backup power
• Compressed gas systems
• Safeguards Category IV, Hazard Category 2 facility
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ZPPR Cell
The facility that formerly housed the Zero Power
Physics Reactor (ZPPR) will undergo modiﬁcations to
support expanded use hosting experimental
demonstration reactors after being placed in
nonoperational standby 30 years ago. Existing
safeguards and security protocols enable the ZPPR Cell
to host pilot reactor concepts at the smallest scale
practical. This unique facility oﬀers a protected
environment to quickly and eﬃciently test radical
innovations in reactor design while developing an
understanding of system behavior before progressing
through scale-up to larger machines.
Location: Idaho National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Shared R&D facility where experimental or pilot
reactor concepts can be operated at the smallest
scale practical
• Compatible with a variety of fuel forms
• Fuel production and reactor operation can occur at
the same site, avoiding transportation costs and
risks
• Co-located with other capabilities at the (MFC): hot
cells, fuel fabrication, characterization, analytical
chemistry laboratories, machine shop, etc.
• Capable of accepting large modules (24 ft x 24 ft)
through roof mounted equipment hatch
Existing Speciﬁcations:
• Operating Safeguards Category I, Hazard Category 2
facility
• Floor loading capable of 3,000 psf or 500,000 lbs
total
• 200 kVA, 480V electrical service available
• ~1,300 ft2 of usable ﬂoor space
• Available compressed gas systems
Planned Speciﬁcations:
• 500 kW closed loop reactor cooling with variable
controls
• 500 kW air cooling with variable controls
• Class 1E battery backup power
• 100 kW non-safety diesel generator backup power
• Co-located reactor control room
• Roof mounted equipment hatch for installation of
equipment and reactor modules

MSTEC
Although the R&D facilities necessary to develop solid
fuels and qualify their performance are available today,
the purpose-built capability needed to characterize
irradiated molten salt fuel samples has never been
developed. Validation of liquid fuel performance and
safety is required to enable operation of Molten Salt
Reactor (MSR) demonstrations. The Molten Salt
Thermophysical Examination Capability (MSTEC) will be
a modular hot cell equipped with instrumentation
selected speciﬁcally for use with high dose rate molten
materials at 1,000˚C. On one side the hot cell is
shielded and includes manipulators for work with
radioactive samples. The back side has less shielding
and includes glove ports for work that does not involve
radiation hazards. Operational 2023.
Location: Idaho National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Shared R&D facility for validation of liquid fuel
performance and safety enabling operation
• First-of-a-kind capability
• Support for designers currently developing MSRs
• Comparable to existing solid fuel testing capabilities
• This facility will provide equipment for measuring
various properties of irradiated molten salts including: density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, heat
capacity, and vapor pressure
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MARVEL
The Microreactor Applications Research Validation and
Evaluation (MARVEL) project will install and operate a
prototype test reactor at INL’s Transient Reactor Test
(TREAT) Facility. MARVEL will encompass a 100-kWth
ﬁssion reactor as part of a test platform to support
applications testing. Operational 2022.
Location: Idaho National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Provides capabilities for testing integration and
control of microreactor with applications in a
prototypic nuclear environment
• Rapid development and availability to support
near-term testing
• Aid in demonstrations of key technologies to enable
autonomous operation, remote monitoring, and
cyber-physical security
• Provide experience base to support advanced
reactor demonstration
Reactor Design Speciﬁcations:
• 100 kWth, 20 kWe, 2-year core life supporting up to a
5-year testing platform life
• 500—550°C core outlet temperature
• UZrH1.7 fuel
• Stirling engine power conversion
• Air is ultimate heat sink for primary and decay heat
removal
• Vertical control drums and central shutdown rod

MAGNET
The Microreactor AGile Non-nuclear Experimental
Testbed (MAGNET) will be a thermal-hydraulic test
capability that will use electrical heating elements to
simulate core thermal behavior, primary heat
exchanger performance, and passive decay heat
removal for heat pipe and gas-cooled microreactors.
Operational December 2020.
Location: Idaho National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Providies capability to perform scaled thermal
testing for microreactor concepts
• Support for both heat-pipe and gas-cooled systems
• Can provide integrated thermal testing of
microreactor components
Design Speciﬁcations:
• Electrically heated core design for 250 kW heater
power and maximum test article temperature of
750°C
• Test bed designed for up to 250 kW electrical power
to core heaters
• Maximum test article temperature of 750°C
• Environmental Vacuum Chamber – 5 ft x 5 ft x 10 ft
in size
• Design pressure 320 psig
• Gas Coolant Flow Loop designed for operation with
air, nitrogen, and inert gas such as helium
• Gas ﬂow rates up to 43.7 ACFM at 290 psig (initial
single-compressor conﬁguration)
• Nitrogen mass-ﬂow rates up to 0.5 kg/s
• He gas mass-ﬂow rates up to 0.07 kg/s
• Feedback controlled for constant mass-ﬂow rate
• Compressor speed control via variable-frequency
drive
• Designed for future incorporation of a PCU
• A 350 kW Recuperator
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Virtual Test Bed
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Every advanced reactor developer has identiﬁed modeling and simulation (M&S) as a topic
of interest and NRIC is working with the Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and
Simulation program (NEAMS) to support industry through the Virtual Test Bed (VTB). The
VTB is a database with reference plant models of general reactor topologies that are of
interest to industry. This work will accelerate the time to demonstration by having
integrated M&S applications ready for demonstrators to produce safety analysis of
their reactors.
Partners: Los Alamos National Laboratory, Idaho National Laboratory,
Argonne National Laboratory
Beneﬁts:
• Accelerates timeline to get targeted M&S applications ready for analysis of industry
demonstration reactors
• Leverages development eﬀorts to support as many concepts as possible
• Establishes direct engagement between NRIC and NEAMS by focusing code
development on the areas where industry needs the most support
• Utilizes Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) where all NEAMS
tools can couple seamlessly to each other as well as be mixed and matched to achieve
desired simulations
• Repository of examples using combinations of NEAMS tools will be available for
vendor use

Fuel Material and Fabrication Space
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Partners: Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory, Idaho National Laboratory
For planning purposes, NRIC is compiling information about HALEU needs and sources as
well as evaluating options for HALEU production necessary to support near-term reactor
testing. NRIC is also exploring options for HALEU fuel fabrication facilities to meet the
needs of initial reactor demonstrations using non-commercial fuel forms.

Spent Fuel Transportation and Disposition
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Partners: Idaho National Laboratory, Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
NRIC is evaluating packaging and storage options for DOE-owned fuel used during
advanced reactor testing, including solid fuels and molten salt fuels. Considerations
include transportation and storage as well as all applicable regulations. NRIC has
developed several white papers on this topic that are available in the resources section of
the NRIC website.
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Integrated Energy Systems Demonstration
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NRIC is working to assure that the attributes of advanced reactor technologies are well
understood within the broader energy landscape. This involves exploring cutting-edge
applications including hydrogen production, water desalination, and ﬂexible electricity
generation in grids with variable energy resources. NRIC’s MARVEL, EBR-II, and ZPPR
demonstration testbeds provide a unique opportunity for industry partners to test
electrolyzers, thermal energy storage and transport systems, and thermochemical
processes receiving high-quality process heat from actual microreactors at diﬀerent
scales. MAGNET provides additional ﬂexibility to emulate heat generation from other types
of advanced reactors.
These testbeds allow developers to experiment with diﬀerent working ﬂuids, validate
modeling and simulation results, and explore complex system-of-systems interactions not
present in individual system testing. They also provide the means to develop and
demonstrate control strategies for managing intricate trade-oﬀs of coupled systems, such
as balancing microreactor loading and heat transfer between power conversion and
hydrogen production in response to changing grid conditions.

Advanced Reactors
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High Temperature
Thermal Storage

Electrolyzer

Electrolyzer

Power Conversion

Solar PV

Wind Turbines

Electricity

Hydrogen
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Radiation

Heat
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Electric Vehicles
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INL Siting and Environmental Evaluations
and National Siting Evaluations
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INL Siting and Environmental Evaluations
Partners: Idaho National Laboratory, Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
The report INL/EXT-20-57821, “Evaluation of Sites for Advanced Reactor Demonstrations
at Idaho National Laboratory” is available on the NRIC website and identiﬁes a list of
candidate site locations within INL boundaries. This includes existing buildings, previously
developed sites, and undeveloped sites. The study applies screening criteria and identiﬁes
preferred sites. NRIC is further preparing these sites by performing cultural and biological
resource surveys as well as a grid infrastructure study. NRIC is taking the ﬁrst steps
towards performing key evaluations by developing a plant parameter envelope that will
enable environmental impact evaluations, and by developing a roadmap for NRC early site
permitting of these sites.

National Siting Evaluations
Partners: Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
University of Michigan, Nevada National Security Site
Along with partners at Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and
the University of Michigan, NRIC is studying multiple sites across the country to enable
innovators to compare locations for demonstration. The study incorporates geographic
tools that constrain for physical, regulatory, social, political, and economic factors. The
study will inform future qualitative assessments to prioritize sites as well as the design of
tailored outreach and engagement plans. An initial report on this work is available upon
request. Additionally, NRIC is working with other U.S. National Laboratories to identify
potential opportunities for their sites to support demonstrations or complementary
capabilities.
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Stakeholder Engagement Support
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Communities that host nuclear power technology are its most trusted stewards. Constructing new
plants requires identifying communities that are willing and suitable to take on this responsibility. To
do this, NRIC invests in the process of engaging with the places where plants are built. This promotes
alignment of needs among stakeholders in order to cultivate lasting ownership.
Comprehensive stakeholder engagement strategies have also been shown to shorten the NEPA
process and assure project successes through improved dialogue. NRIC is researching and
incorporating best practices to develop stakeholder engagement strategies that empower
communities and the vendors who want to work with them.

NRIC Team
The NRIC team is passionate and guided by its mission. We rely on teamwork to overcome our biggest
challenges and believe that diversity and inclusion are directly responsible for better outcomes. We are
committed to the safety of ourselves, our peers, and our community. We are dedicated to protecting
the natural environment today and for generations to come. We work tirelessly to demonstrate
advanced nuclear energy for a better future.
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